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Abstract—We study the potential benefits of cooperative multiple-input multiple-output signaling from multiple coherent base stations with one or more mobile stations in an urban macrocellular environment at 2.66 GHz. The analysis uses fully-coherent measurements of the channel from three base stations to a single mobile station equipped with four antennas. The observed channels are used to explore the gains in capacity enabled by cooperative base station signaling for point-to-point and multi-user communications. The analysis shows that for point-to-point links, the average capacity for cooperative signaling is 53% higher than that achieved for a single base station. For downlink and uplink communication with three mobile users, cooperative signaling using practical algorithms yields average sum rate increases of 91% and 63%, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology has demonstrated the potential for offering significant improvements in spectral efficiency for wireless communication, realization of these gains depends on the communication environment. For example, in cellular systems, compact device sizes at the mobile station (MS) limit the number of antennas that can observe independent fading [1]-[3]. At the base station (BS), the elevated position and sectorized nature of the antennas lead to limited observed angular spread, again limiting the benefit of multiple antennas for reasonable inter-element spacing.

While work has been accomplished to limit coupling and improve performance for compact element spacing at the MS [2], less work has addressed the issue of limited angle spread at the BS. One potential solution to this problem, however, involves using multiple BS sites working cooperatively, a solution that also potentially enables significant benefit in terms of interference control in multi-user signaling [4]-[6]. At its simplest level, such coordination involves scheduling based on awareness of interference created by multiple BS sites [7], although more sophisticated cooperation is also possible. For example, the benefit of cooperative BS communication has been studied in the context of determining the channel and shadowing correlation properties for multiple BS sites and a single MS [8], [9], although [9] did not achieve coherence across the multiple BS sites and the equipment in [8] led to phase uncertainties in the measurements. The pioneering work in [10], while using incoherent measurements from multiple BSs, uses a statistical analysis based on the low correlation between the channels [11] from the different BSs to allow exploration of the point-to-point and multi-user capacity assuming BS coherence in a campus environment at 5.2 GHz. Also, recent time-synchronized multi-BS and multi-MS measurements demonstrate the associated interference characteristics and are used to discuss some implications of cooperative MIMO signaling for multiple users in a limited fashion [12], although here the results are for a microcellular environment.

More recent work has focused on coherent channel measurements either from multiple BS sectors or from multiple BSs [13]. For example, the work in [14] develops cooperative communication for MIMO downlink communication and demonstrates its performance using coherent measured channels from two sectors at the same BS site. Some experimental data from multiple BSs in a cooperative environment are also reported in [15], although the focus of this work is on comparing the behaviors of channel eigenvalues predicted using ray tracing and observed in the channel measurements. Since the initial submission of the present paper, new results have appeared in the literature showing the impact of BS cooperation in several scenarios based on coherent multi-cell measurements [16], [17].

This paper reports on the analysis of fully-coherent measurements from three BS sites to a single MS in a macrocellular environment, measurements that complement those that have been recently reported. The observed channels are first used to explore the gains achieved with cooperative MIMO signaling to a single user. This analysis shows that channel gain imbalance plays a dominant role in determining the measured multi-BS capacity, consistent with conventional understanding, and that BS cooperation leads to an increase in average capacity of 53% over that achieved using a single BS. In places where all base stations contribute nearly equal signal power to the MS, this increase in average capacity can exceed 100%. We then turn our attention to the performance of cooperative MIMO for multi-user communications involving two and three MSs for both the downlink or broadcast channel (BC) and the uplink or multiple access channel (MAC) [5] based on different practical signaling strategies over the ob-
erved channels. This analysis shows that cooperative MIMO signaling can provide an average multi-user throughput that is up to 91% higher than that achievable using more traditional multiple-access strategies under favorable channel conditions.

One important area within this field of cooperative BS communication is the development of models that can predict the achievable performance. Some of the findings in this work demonstrate that traditional channel models can explain the key behaviors observed in cooperative BS channels provided that the models include key properties of the link gains, which is a useful observation for future channel model development. However, a key challenge is knowing the typical distribution of these link gains in practical implementation scenarios and validating any developed models against measured observations. The measurements reported here therefore provide critical understanding that will assist in the development of models appropriate for cooperative BS communication.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The considered urban macrocell environment is the built-up area within Kista (also called “Mobile Valley”), Stockholm, Sweden, depicted in Fig. 1. Three BS sites were selected that emulate a realistic cellular deployment topology. At each BS, a single antenna mounted a few meters above the average rooftop level of approximately 25 m transmits a linearly-polarized (45° from vertical) signal. The main lobe of each antenna pattern is pointed downwards between 6° and 8° from horizontal and approximately towards the centroid of the triangle formed by the three BS sites. The MS consists of two dipole and two loop antennas mounted on the top of a measurement van as a square array with an inter-element spacing of approximately 30 cm, which is 2.6 wavelengths at the excitation frequency.

Measurement of the channel between all three BS and four MS antennas is accomplished using the Ericsson channel sounder that is based on a prototype for LTE [18] but with a custom frame structure and rate. A single transmit unit generates orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) channel sounding symbols that are distributed to the antennas at the three BS sites using RF-over-fiber equipment. To avoid problems with non-orthogonality of the OFDM symbols due to the MS mobility, the transmissions from these three BS antennas are time multiplexed at the symbol level.

The MS uses four parallel receiver chains to simultaneously down-convert the signals from the four receive antennas. Disciplined rubidium clocks (Stanford Research Systems, PRS10) at the transmitter and receiver provide a highly accurate synchronization (Allan standard deviation less than $10^{-12}$) between the BS and the MS. Based on this timing reference, error in the measured propagation distance over all routes is less than 1 m. The resulting system generates a full $4 \times 3$ MIMO channel matrix at a rate of 1500 observations per second (based on 0.667 ms probing frames), but because of bandwidth limitations between the system and the storage medium, the observations are stored at a rate of 190 channels per second, providing high spatial resolution given the maximum van speed of 30 km/hr. All of the parameters used in the measurements are provided in Table I.

The measurements consist of data from two different routes, each requiring approximately 9 minutes of measurement time. The routes include regions of line-of-sight (LOS), obstructed line-of-sight (OLOS), and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation. The position data for each channel sample is logged using a GPS receiver. Figure 2 shows the two routes along with markers indicating the distance traveled along each route and the positions of the base stations. The observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) computed by extracting the signal and noise powers from the channel impulse response is 28 dB on average, with the SNR for the strongest BS-to-MS link always above 22 dB and rarely below 25 dB.

We emphasize that the unique feature of this data is the coherence between the measurements from the different BSs, a feature that allows us to determine the impact of BS cooperation. Throughout this discussion, several reference cases will

Figure 1. Birds eye view of measurement environment.

Figure 2. Location of BSs and routes 1 (- -) and 2 (••••••) traveled by the MS. Distances in meters from the starting point are indicated by circles and diamonds for routes 1 and 2, respectively.
be presented where the network must match a BS to one or more MSs, a pairing that requires some level of cooperation among the BSs. However, when the term cooperative BS is used, it explicitly refers to the case where the BSs jointly and coherently participate in the communication to the MS.

III. POINT-TO-POINT SIGNaling (MACRODIVERSITY)

We first study the communication between $N_B$ cooperative BSs and a single MS with $N_t$ antennas. Let $\mathbf{H}[f]$ represent the measured $N_t \times N_B$ multi-BS (MIMO) channel matrix at the $f$th frequency with $i$th column $\mathbf{h}_i[f]$ representing the $N_t \times 1$ single-input multiple-output (SIMO) link from the $i$th BS. Each channel matrix is normalized so that the average of the channel power gains for the strongest BS-to-MS link is unity, or $\mathbf{H}[f] = \sqrt{N_t/N_B} \mathbf{\hat{H}}[f]$ where

$$\beta_P = \max_i \{ \beta_i \} = \max_i \left\{ \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{f=1}^{N_f} \| \mathbf{h}_i[f] \|_F^2 \right\}, \quad (1)$$

$N_f$ represents the number of frequencies, and $\| \cdot \|_F$ indicates a Frobenius norm. If $P$ represents the total power transmitted and if the additive noise is modeled as a zero-mean, unit-variance complex Gaussian random process, then with this normalization $P$ can be considered the average single-input single-output (SISO) SNR observed on the strongest BS-to-MS link [19]. The point-to-point capacity at each location averaged over the $N_f$ frequencies and assuming that the base stations do not possess channel state information (CSI) is then given by

$$C_P = \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{f=1}^{N_f} \log_2 \left[ 1 + \frac{P}{N_B} \mathbf{H}[f] \mathbf{H}^\dagger[f] \right], \quad (2)$$

where $\mathbf{I}$ is the identity matrix and $\{ \cdot \}^\dagger$ indicates a conjugate transpose. We perform capacity analysis assuming a reference SNR of 10 dB, which is at least 10 dB below the SNR observed in the measurements.

Figure 3 plots the point-to-point capacity performance of the best single BS-to-MS link and the cooperative communication using all BS-to-MS links for route 1 shown in Fig. 2. To achieve improved visual clarity in this plot, the results are smoothed in the displacement variable with a moving average filter over a window of 10 wavelengths and down-sampled. These results demonstrate that BS cooperation provides significant potential capacity performance gain, particularly in regions where the MS lacks a clear view to a single (and therefore dominant) BS, such as for positions between 300 and 700 m or 900 and 1200 m. As a reference, the average capacity achieved when the channel coefficients are modeled as independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with 10 dB SISO SNR is indicated by the black triangle on the plot, revealing that the capacity falls short of what is achievable under ideal propagation conditions.

Figure 4 shows the average channel gains $\beta_i$ for the three BSs as well as averages of the largest three eigenvalues of $\mathbf{H}[f] \mathbf{H}^\dagger[f]$ as a function of position along route 1. Comparison of these results with the capacity in Fig. 3 shows that the dominant three eigenvalues and the capacity are largest when the channel gains are nearly equal since all three BSs can effectively participate in the communication. A similar yet less dramatic capacity increase occurs when two BSs enjoy a strong link to the MS, such as for MS positions between 1700 and 1800 m.

The point that cooperative communication provides gains
when the MS lacks a dominant link to a single BS can be more emphatically demonstrated using a simple analysis involving two quantities. The first is the ratio of the average cooperative capacity to the average capacity of the best BS-to-MS link. The second is the 3GPP geometry factor, which is defined as the ratio of the power received on the best BS-to-MS link to the sum of the noise and the powers received on the other links [20], [21]. However, we are interested in using this metric to quantify the relative channel gains from each BS to the MS, and therefore we exclude the noise in our analysis. Mathematically, if $\beta_p = \beta_m$ (see (1)), then

$$\text{Geometry Factor} = \frac{\beta_m}{\sum_{i \neq m} \beta_i}. \quad (3)$$

Figure 5 plots the joint probability density function (pdf) of these two quantities for the combined data from the two routes. This result clearly shows that when the geometry factor is near 0 dB indicating that all three BSs have similar gains to the MS, the cooperative communication provides significant gain. However, when the geometry factor is large indicating a dominant BS-to-MS link, cooperative communication provides little capacity benefit.

Figure 6 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average capacities achieved for both the best BS-to-MS link and for cooperative communication using the combined data for both routes, a result that shows significant benefit of BS cooperation. In fact, for this combined data the average capacity resulting from BS cooperation is 53% higher than that achieved using the best BS-to-MS link.

To investigate the observation made in the analysis of Fig. 5 that gain imbalance in the three BS links plays a critical role in determining the capacity, we also scale the elements of the i.i.d Gaussian channel matrix $H_{\text{iid}}$ by the gains computed from the observed channels. Specifically, we 1) scale the columns of $H_{\text{iid}}$ by the gain averaged over all receive antennas and frequencies for each BS antenna and 2) scale the rows of $H_{\text{iid}}$ by the gain averaged over all transmit antennas and frequencies for each MS antenna. Mathematically, we have $H_0 = R_M^{-1/2} H_{\text{iid}} R_B^{-1/2}$, where $R_M$ and $R_B$ are diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements represent the average channel power gain for each MS and BS antenna, respectively. Note that this is consistent with the well-known Kronecker model for the channel spatial covariance [22] where $R_M$ and $R_B$ are receive and transmit correlation matrices, respectively. However, choosing these as diagonal matrices enforces zero correlation among the channel transfer functions at the different antennas, a model previously used for antenna arrays with inter-element separation exceeding four wavelengths [23]. The CDF of the capacity resulting from these scaled i.i.d. matrices is compared to that of the measured channel in Fig. 6. As can be seen, scaling by the average gain per BS antenna (assuming $R_B = I$) leads to an excellent match to the measured capacity. Further comparison between the capacity achieved with the BS-scaled i.i.d. matrices and that obtained using the measured channels shows that they differ by less than 1% at each location. This highlights the dominant influence of channel gain imbalance on the capacity performance for cooperative BS signaling and indicates that the Kronecker correlation model with diagonal transmit and receive correlation matrices works well in this type of cooperative BS environment.

In contrast, the scaling by the average MS gains (assuming $R_B = I$) results in a capacity that is close to the average capacity predicted by i.i.d. channels without scaling (indicated by the black triangle in Fig. 6). This is an indication that the average channel gains for different MS antennas are similar, despite the fact that the MS antennas include both vertical (V) and horizontal (H) polarizations. To investigate this further, for transmission from the $j$th BS we compute the ratios $\gamma_{pq}^{(j)} = |H_{pj}|^2/|H_{qj}|^2$, where we have dropped the frequency index notation for convenience. Table II presents the average of several values of $\gamma_{pq}^{(j)}$, where we use the notation V/V (H/H) to indicate that $p$ and $q$ are the indices associated with the two vertically-polarized (horizontally-polarized) MS antennas.
and the notation V/H to indicate the average over the four combinations where $p$ and $q$ are associated respectively with vertically- and horizontally-polarized MS antennas. While clearly the gain for the vertical polarization is higher than that for the horizontal polarization, the imbalance is relatively small, confirming our postulation that the channel gains for the different MS antennas are similar.

### IV. Multi-User Signaling

The point-to-point analysis detailed in Section III reveals a number of interesting aspects regarding the cooperative MIMO channel. However, practical cellular systems support multiple users, and it is therefore intriguing to explore the performance impacts associated with multiple cooperative BSs communicating with multiple MSs. We will first consider the downlink channel (BC) and then focus our attention on the uplink channel (MAC) [5].

Throughout this analysis, we focus on $K$ MSs on the measurement routes. Since the data was obtained for a single mobile node, this means that we use channels measured at different times to obtain the required channel data from the BSs to the spatially-displaced users. Naturally, the channel is not strictly static over the time interval between these two measurements, and therefore the performance we obtain does not generally represent the instantaneous performance that would be obtained for $K$ simultaneous links. However, the focus of this analysis is to explore statistical trends over an ensemble of situations. Since the major scattering environment (buildings, parked vehicles, etc.) does not change over the measurement situations. Since the major scattering environment (buildings, parked vehicles, etc.) does not change over the measurement situations, this study provides statistically representative multi-user performance behavior.

We assume that each MS only receives or transmits a single data stream, and therefore uses multiple antennas only for diversity or beamforming. While it is possible to also allow each MS to receive or transmit multiple simultaneous streams (multiplexing), inclusion of this capability is of limited value in this study since 1) the cooperative BSs only have three antennas in total, so that even with $K = 2$ only one MS can accommodate multiple streams, 2) all of the various configurations used in the comparative study can support a single stream (but not necessarily multiple streams), and therefore this allows for fair comparisons, and 3) inclusion of multiple-stream communication adds complexity without providing detailed additional understanding regarding the trends enabled by the cooperative communication.

The channel normalization is similar to that used for the single-user analysis. However, in this case of multiple users, we must preserve the differences in channel gain to each MS. If the $N_r \times N_{\text{MS}}$ channel matrix from the BSs to the $k$th MS at the $f$th frequency is $\mathbf{H}^{(k)}[f]$ with $i$th column $\mathbf{h}_i^{(k)}[f]$, we scale the matrices for all MSs as $\mathbf{H}^{(k)}[f] = \sqrt{\frac{N_f}{\beta_M}} \mathbf{H}^{(k)}[f]$ where

$$\beta_M = \max_{k,i} \left\{ \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \left| \mathbf{h}_i^{(k)}[f] \right|^2 \right\}.$$  

Note that in the following we drop the frequency index $[f]$ for notational simplicity, recognizing that all sum rate results represent averages over the $N_f$ frequencies.

#### A. BC Topologies

For the BC, the $N_{\text{BS}}$ cooperative BSs apply a beamformer to the signal for the $k$th MS represented by the $N_{\text{BS}} \times 1$ vector $\mathbf{b}_k$, where the $i$th element of the vector is the complex weight applied to the signal from the $i$th BS. The $k$th MS then applies a beamformer represented by the $N_r \times 1$ unit-norm vector $\mathbf{w}_k$ to the received signal. If the additive noise at each receiver is modeled as a zero-mean, unit-variance complex Gaussian random process, the sum rate experienced for this BC is [24], [25]

$$C_{\text{BC}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \log (1 + \rho_k),$$

where

$$\rho_k = \frac{\left| \mathbf{w}_k^H \mathbf{H}^{(k)} \mathbf{b}_k \right|^2}{1 + \sum_{i \neq k} \left| \mathbf{w}_k^H \mathbf{H}^{(k)} \mathbf{b}_i \right|^2}.$$  

We assume that the total transmit power $P$ among all BS antennas is constrained to be a constant such that [24]

$$P = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{b}_k^H \mathbf{b}_k.$$  

With the normalization of (4) and given that we have assumed Gaussian noise with unit variance, this total power $P$ can once again be considered the SISO SNR to the strongest BS-to-MS link. Also, implicit in this assumption is that the BSs use power control and can change their power allocation up to a total of $P$. While we could adopt a per-antenna power constraint so that all BSs transmit the same power [26]–[28], our observation matches that of other studies [27] that while this per-antenna constraint slightly reduces the capacity, the resulting trends match those obtained with the sum power constraint. As a result, we use the simpler sum power constraint of (7) in the analysis.

1) **MISO Signaling**: We first assume that each MS receives using only one of the vertically-polarized antennas in a multiple-input single-output (MISO) configuration. Assigning this antenna to be antenna #1, we have $\mathbf{w}_k = [1, 0, 0, 0]^T$ for each MS, where $\{\cdot\}^T$ indicates a transpose.

**Maximum Power Pairing**: As a reference case, each mobile user establishes a link with the BS for which the BS-to-MS gain is maximum, even if multiple MSs share the same BS. Therefore, each transmit beamformer $\mathbf{b}_k$ has only a single non-zero entry of value $\sqrt{P/K}$. However, this simple reference case is at a strong disadvantage since it does not benefit from intelligent spatial processing capabilities and therefore can create significant interference at each MS. Motivated by

| BS 1 | | Route 1 (dB) | Route 2 (dB) |
|------|----------------|----------------|
| V/V  | V/H  | H/H  | V/V  | V/H  | H/H  |
| 0.93 | 3.0  | 0.44 | 1.1  | 2.5  | 1.1  |
| 1.1  | 2.2  | 0.56 | 1.6  | 1.1  | 0.60 |
| 1.4  | 2.5  | 0.96 | 1.1  | 2.5  | 1.4  |

Table II

**Average Channel Power Gain Ratios for V- and H-polarized antennas on the MS**
this observation, for this case only we also compute the sum rate when the MSs equally divide the communication time (time division multiple access or TDMA). In this case, each beamformer has a single non-zero entry of value $\sqrt{P}$, the second term in the denominator of (6) is zero, and we scale (5) as $C_{BC}/K$. The final reference sum rate for this technique is given as the maximum of the rates computed with and without TDMA.

**Optimal Pairing:** While pairing each MS to a BS based on the maximum channel gain is simple, it will certainly not maximize the network sum rate. We therefore explore a second reference scenario in which we compute the sum rate for each possible BS-MS pairing and select the pairing that achieves the largest sum rate. Once again, the transmit beamformer for each MS has only a single non-zero entry of value $\sqrt{P/K}$. However, this situation implies additional cooperation, since the network must know the CSI from all BSs to each MS to determine this optimal pairing.

**RCI:** Finally, we consider a true cooperative MISO BC where the beamformer $b_k$ for each MS is selected to achieve an appropriate balance of high signal strength for the $k$th MS and low interference for the other MSs. To construct the beamforming vectors, we use the iterative regularized channel inversion (RCI) method that, assuming the correct initial conditions, achieves optimal sum rate under the constraint of linear processing [24], [25], [29]. For our work, we initiate the iteration using the transmit beamformers obtained for the optimal pairing. This is not guaranteed to converge to the absolute optimum, but does show the improvement possible using a practical beamforming algorithm.

It should be noted that improved performance can be obtained by using non-linear processing known as dirty paper coding (DPC) [5], [30]. While DPC will achieve higher capacity, the capacity difference in most cases is relatively minor, and the trends with channel conditions for DPC and RCI beamforming are similar [24], [31]. To avoid the complex encoding and decoding process associated with DPC and to be consistent with the other linear processing assumed throughout this paper, we choose to use the simpler RCI for our comparative study.

2) **MIMO Signaling:** Because we have multiple antennas at each MS, we can also explore the BC when these antennas are used. In this case, we use the same scenarios as outlined above for the MISO case. However, we assume that the $k$th MS knows (through training) the effective channel $H^{(k)}b_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq K$ and can therefore construct a minimum-mean-squared error (MMSE) beamformer from [29]

$$w_k = w_0 \left[ I + \sum_{i \neq k} H^{(k)}b_i b_i^H H^{(k)} \right]^{-1} H^{(k)} b_k, \quad (8)$$

where $w_0$ is chosen so that the vector has unit norm. For the iterative RCI algorithm, a new MMSE beamformer for the receiver is computed at each step of the iterative computation. Furthermore, to pair each MS with the BS for which the gain is highest, we select the BS associated with the column of $H^{(k)}$ that has the highest norm.

### B. MAC Topologies

**Optimal Pairing:** The multiple access channel results when multiple MSs transmit simultaneously and uncooperatively to the cooperative BSs. As a reference case, we assume that each MS transmits from antenna #1 and that the BSs cannot coherently cooperate. For each possible pairing between the $k$th MS and the $n$th BS, we compute the sum rate from (5) with

$$\rho_k = \frac{P |H_{kn}^{(k)}|^2}{1 + P \sum_{i \neq n} |H_{ki}^{(k)}|^2}, \quad (9)$$

where $H_{mn}^{(k)}$ is the $mn$th element of $H^{(k)}$ and each MS transmits a power of $P$. The pairing that achieves the best sum rate is selected as the reference topology.

**Cooperative BS:** To formulate the capacity when BS cooperation is considered, we let the $N_B \times 1$ vector $z_m^{(k)}$ represent the $m$th column of $H^{(k)^T}$. If we continue to assume that each MS transmits from antenna #1, we can construct the $N_B \times K$ channel matrix $Z$ whose $k$th column is $z_1^{(k)}$. Since the MSs cannot cooperate, the capacity for cooperative BSs is equal to the point-to-point capacity for an uninformed transmitter based on the composite channel matrix $Z$, or

$$C_{MAC} = \log_2 \left[ I + PZZ^H \right]. \quad (10)$$

**Cooperative BS/Tx Diversity:** Finally, to explore the benefit of exploiting the multiple antennas at each MS, we apply transmit selection diversity, where each MS selects the antenna that achieves the maximum signal strength at the BSs, in addition to the cooperative BS processing. To accomplish this, for each MS we select the value of $m$ that maximizes the norm of the vector $z_m^{(k)}$, $1 \leq m \leq N_r$. The vector $z_m^{(k)}$ is used in place of $z_1^{(k)}$ when constructing the channel matrix $Z$ for use in (10).

### C. Results

The computational results for these multi-user signaling strategies based on the measured data use $K = 2$ or $K = 3$ MSs and an average SISO SNR of 10 dB. The data exhibits a coherence bandwidth, defined here as the frequency separation at which the correlation coefficient of the data falls below 10%, of at least 1 MHz, and therefore to save computational burden the sum rate is computed at 1 MHz intervals over the full bandwidth and averaged in frequency.

Given the large set of possible combinations of locations for the different MSs, we must select a multi-user scenario to use in the analysis. Referring to Fig. 2, the first MS, designated as MS$_1$, moves along the entirety of routes 1 and 2. The remaining MSs are either at point 1 or point 2 which are respectively 700 m or 900 m from the starting point along route 2, locations that allow these MSs to observe multiple BSs. Specifically, when $K = 2$, simulations are run for the second MS (MS$_2$) at both points, while when $K = 3$, MS$_2$ is at point 1 while MS$_3$ is at point 2.

1) **BC Topologies:** Before studying composite sum rate statistics for the presented scenario, we investigate the sum rate as MS$_1$ moves along route 1 between the displacements of 200 m and 1000 m with MS$_2$ at point 1 to allow discussion of
the impact of different propagation characteristics on the sum rate. The top plot in Fig. 7 plots the sum rate achieved assuming BC MISO signaling for the three topologies discussed in Section IV-A1, where the data has been smoothed as discussed in Section III. We first observe that the maximum power pairing works well compared to the optimal BS-MS pairing when MS$_1$ is on the main roads (e.g., between displacements of 750 and 900 m) and enjoys nearly LOS (or strong urban canyon) propagation and therefore a dominant link with a single BS. However, when MS$_1$ deviates into a small “inlet” (e.g., between displacements of 250 and 550 m), the maximum power pairing increases the multi-user interference, and therefore a different pairing that reduces interference is beneficial. We emphasize that in these interference-limited scenarios, the maximum power pairing would suffer significant additional degradation were it not for the ability to switch to TDMA. But we also note that in a few cases (not shown), the TDMA capability allows the maximum power pairing to outperform the optimal pairing. Finally, since the link gain for two or more BSs to a single MS is similar in these regions, allowing the multiple BSs to collaborate to control interference and maximize link gains through application of the RCI beamforming weights provides significant additional sum rate capability.

Figure 8 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the data using both MISO BC and MIMO BC signaling (Sections IV-A1 and IV-A2) for $K = 2$ MSs, with the statistics computed by concatenating the simulations for MS$_2$ at points 1 and 2. It is intuitive that having multiple antennas at the receivers (MIMO BC) enables an increase in the average sum rate. However, these results also show that for MIMO BC signaling, the optimal pairing provides a sum rate approaching that achieved using the full RCI beamforming. This situation occurs because each MS uses knowledge of the transmit beamforming weights to construct its own MMSE receive beamforming weights and therefore is able to suppress the bulk of the interference. This is in contrast to the case of MISO BC signaling, where the receiver is unable to use array signal processing for interference suppression. As a result, the benefit of cooperative transmission is generally less significant for MIMO BC signaling with this optimal pairing, although it should be again emphasized that such optimal pairing requires significant network cooperation and that the multi-antenna reception requires additional complexity at each MS. In most networks, achieving this level of complexity is more feasible in the infrastructure (BS) rather than in the MSs. Therefore, these results reveal that BS cooperation is an effective technique for dramatically improving the performance.

Figure 9 shows the CDF obtained when $K = 3$ MSs for MISO BC signaling. Because $N_B = 3$, communicating with three MSs uses all of the spatial resources available from the cooperative BSs. In this case, the average sum rate achieved with cooperative transmission (RCI) is 91% higher than that achieved with maximum power pairing. This compares with a relative increase of 37% for the two-user scenario considered in Fig. 8. Furthermore, because of the increased interference created by simultaneous transmissions to three different MSs, using the optimal pairing provides some benefit over the maximum power pairing, although it still naturally falls far short of what is achievable using full BS cooperation.

2) MAC Topologies: The bottom plot in Fig. 7 provides the sum rate for the uplink (MAC) scenarios detailed in Section IV-B as MS$_1$ moves along route 1 between the displacements of 200 m and 1000 m with MS$_2$ at point 1. Once again, we observe significant performance benefit when the base stations can cooperate in the multi-user reception. Interestingly, when $Rx_1$ is between the displacements of 200 and 700 m, which is where cooperation tends to give the most benefit, using transmit selection diversity offers little additional benefit. This occurs because the signal processing achieved by the cooperative receivers (BSs) already leverages the diversity in the channels. However, over the region from 750 to 900 m, cooperation is less beneficial because each MS has a dominant link to a different BS, the use of transmit diversity to overcome fast fading is highly effective.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows the CDF of the sum rate achieved for the uplink scenarios for both $K = 2$ and $K = 3$ MSs. These results reveal increases in the average sum rate of 44% and 63% achieved for 2 and 3 MSs, respectively, assuming only a single antenna used at each MS (no transmit diversity). Perhaps the most striking observation is that the average rate achieved for $K = 3$ MSs is only slightly higher than that achieved for $K = 2$ MSs. This occurs because the impact of the increased total power transmitted is partially offset by the increased interference when $K = 3$, particularly when only one or two BSs experience a strong link to the MSs. The effect is particularly dominant when using optimal pairing since in this technique the BSs cannot cooperate to reduce the multi-user interference, and as a result the sum rate for $K = 3$ MSs is generally lower than that for $K = 2$ MSs. When all three BSs experience a strong link to the MSs and coherent cooperation is allowed, then the sum rate achieved for $K = 3$ is much larger than that for $K = 2$, as evidenced by the differences in the two curves at the high sum-rate levels (upper portion of the curves). Unfortunately, such situations are rare, which is why they occur at relatively low probability.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper uses fully-coherent measurements from three BS sites to a single MS in a macrocellular environment to explore the potential gains achievable with cooperative BS communication for single-user and multi-user scenarios. Specifically, computations with the data for point-to-point links demonstrate that the average capacity increases by 53% as a result of cooperative BS communication. The analysis further shows that the capacity behavior follows that achieved with i.i.d. Gaussian random channel matrices whose columns are properly scaled to achieve the observed BS-to-MS gains. Evaluation of the data with practical BC signaling strategies shows that cooperation between the BSs can increase the average multi-user sum rate by 37% and 91% for two and three MSs, respectively, when each MS has a single antenna. For MAC signaling, the average improvements are 44% and 63% for two and three single-antenna MSs, respectively, with even more gains achievable using multiple antennas at each MS. Such dramatic capacity improvement motivates further study of coherent cooperative communications for macrocellular settings.
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